WELCOME TO YOUTHELEGRAPH...
by Idoia

5th December
Voluntarism’s day

W

elcome to our newsletter, a little background document created
with the idea to publicize
our activities as volunteers
in S & G and Youth Caravan.
UN Resolution 1985 proclaimed on 5 December
as International Volunteer
Day, a tribute to the efforts
of thousands of volunteers
in different corners of the
world who participate
in solidarity activities. In
Youth Caravan we are 11
young people from different European countries
(France, Italy, Hungary, Romania and Spain) that we
choose the Turkish capital for our EVS. Our main
objective here is to provide information to young
people about the possibilities of living experiences
abroad. Like us. With our
youth caravan we traveled
thousands of miles, we visited many cities and we
have lived great experiences across Turkey. Hopefully, with Youthelegrah, we
can create a link, connecting our activities with all
of you. Until next month ...
Peace and love!

“You must become in the change you wish to
see in the world” Mahatma Gandhi

Seven values of
voluntary work:
Sincerity
Sensitivity
Serenity
Humility
Perseverance
Courage
Ability to give

More information: www. worldvolunteerweb.org and
www.systemandgeneration.eu

EVS ACTIVITIES AND TRIPS

Giving information in the University, Ankara.

Follow us here: http://
www.polisradyosu.net/

‘Block against violence’. Youth exchange in Ankara.

EVS Middle Term week in Safranbolu.

Here, in our fantastic
trip to Georgia and Armenia in
November.

EVS Meeting in Susehir, near Sivas.

The begining of our amazing trip to
Iran!

Sharing experiences with young
people in a high-school in Tosya.

EVS meeting in Ankara.

Anna Lindh Foundation President in
S&G office.

Meeting in a high-school in Eskisehir.

You can see more here: http://www.systemandgeneration.eu/

WHAT EVS MEANS FOR YOU...

I

by Florin

t means multidevelopment. And when I say multidevelopment I’m refering
personal development that can include personal knowledge about yourself,
knowledge about others, so it may be a multiknowledge experience.

A very important part of my Evs is learning about history, the true history of people, of
the world, by meeting persons from different countries who can tell you real stories about some
important historical events that happened in their life, or their version of the truth, regarding history.
Also it is an amazing out step from your normal environment, usual parameters, that
can offer you a totally new perspective of the world, and in this way maybe get out from some
stereotipes that are sometimes so unavoidable. An exciting part is multicultural part, because
with EVS you have the oportunity to discover the culture of a country, of people directly from
the source… You can feel it in the air, you can take and keep, you can discover… in this way i
am saying turkish food probably one of the most creative food in the world, baklava can make
your day, and turkish music full with pasion keeping in her the esence of life. Affedemem,
Passiflora, 2 songs from my favorite artist singer Deniz Seki. EVS in Turkey it is still surprising…

FUN ‘EVS
Judith Schunk, (from
Germany) is an EVS
in the organization
Genç gelisim dernegi in Ankara. Here,
she is having fun with
children playing the
game ‘Human knot’.

¿Do you know
what is ‘give
me three’?
Please send your
answer to the following e-mail adress:

ig.youthcaravan@
gmail.com and the

next month you will
know the riddle.

NEXT MONTH...
CARAVAN ON THE ROAD!

SIRIA
URFA
ESKISEHIR

GREECE

